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"You are welcome, Mister Wolf! You've helped our family so much and I'm just doing my duty," Angus said with a smile.

Angus was a grateful man and though he did not know why Leon insisted on facing the Southern Boss, he was determined to

support Leon with everything he had to repay Leon's favor.

Aside from all considerations, the Southern Boss was always an enemy of the Thompsons, and war was bound to break out

eventually.

Since confrontation was inevitable, Angus had no fear of the Southern Boss.

Indeed, what he did not know was that the Southern Boss was plotting to murder both Angus and Yuri at the same time while

pretending that he was only trying to get rid of Leon.

By supporting Leon, Angus was helping himself as well without actually knowing it.

Leon shifted the topic. "All right! Uncle Angus, let's prepare ourselves thoroughly before the Southern Boss arrives!"

Afterward, Angus made arrangements and notified the fourth elder responsible for monitoring the Spears' movements to hurry

back.

Together with the Grand Elder and around ten skilled members of the Thompsons, they all gathered to prepare to confront the

Southern Boss.

Leon, on the other hand, gathered his few subordinates to ensure the safety of Iris, Cynthia, Snow, and Ruth.

Though his subordinates were not particularly powerful, Henry and Chandler reached the level of Almighty State, so Leon

expected them to be useful in battle.

In addition to that, he secretly made a phone call to Alfred, requesting that he send a few skilled members from the Dragon

Corps to the Southern region to support them.

Naturally, the Dragon Corps' duty was to maintain order and stability in the community and rarely intervened in personal disputes

among martial artists.

Since the Southern Boss was a dominant figure with an esteemed and influential status, the Dragon Corps might not be able to

provide much assistance on the matter.

Hence, Leon's purpose in seeking help from Alfred was to leave himself a way out.

After all, the Southern Boss's power level already reached the Advanced Almighty State, and he had numerous skilled

subordinates, so Leon might not have had the ability to deal with the Southern Boss on his own.

If he failed to overcome the Southern Boss, he could reveal his identity as a member of the Dragon Guard in time, and with the

support of the Dragon Corps, the Southern Boss would not dare to harm him.

After about half an hour, just as Leon, Angus, and the others finished their arrangements, the sound of hurried car engines

suddenly resounded.

A dozen luxurious cars formed a long convoy and rushed toward the mansion in an imposing manner.

In no time, they arrived and lined up in a semicircular formation at the entrance of the mansion.

Following that, the door of the leading car opened.

The Southern Boss, with a cold and stern expression exuding a domineering aura, stepped out along with Rodney.

Behind them were the Four Apostles, along with the remaining three Guardians from the Six Guardians, and a group of elite

warriors from the Yu family; Each of them emanated a fierce aura as they walked out of the cars one after another.

In an instant, their imposing presence merged into one, so powerful that even the surrounding air seemed to have solidified.

Afterward, the Southern Boss stood proudly among the crowd, leading the group of skilled members from the Spears, before

charging into Leon's mansion.
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